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New Donaldson Connected Filtration Service Features for Dust Collectors  

Help Manufacturers Reduce Energy Use and Operating Costs 

 
iCue™ service features provide key maintenance, safety and sustainability metrics 

MINNEAPOLIS (October 6, 2021) — Donaldson Company, Inc. (NYSE: DCI), a leading 

worldwide manufacturer of innovative filtration products and solutions, has added three new 

features to iCue™ Connected Filtration Service’s continually evolving list of performance 

monitoring and data acquisition capabilities.  

The subscription-based iCue service remotely monitors a facility’s dust collection equipment and 

provides operational insights directly to end users. This information can help manufacturers 

reduce unplanned downtime, support efficient maintenance and operations, and automatically 

capture compliance and sustainability data. The three new features are the eighth release of the 

ongoing capability and improvement updates to the service since its launch 24 months ago. The 

three new features are:  

• Fan energy monitoring allows users to assess the energy demands of a dust collector, 

with both fan power and daily energy use metrics. Reducing energy consumption is a key 

initiative for many manufacturers’ sustainability goals and dust collectors can be large 

consumers of energy. This data can help users balance the costs of filter replacement with 

energy usage. 

• Bin level monitoring alerts users when dust collector bins are nearly full, removing 

guesswork about when to empty bins, and preventing filter damage and the mess caused 

by dust overflow. This sensor is especially useful in operations where bins fill frequently. 

• Pulse valve health monitoring has been expanded to work on collectors with up to three 

(from original support of one) manifolds to help detect compressed air problems or failed 

pulse valves that can affect filter life. This feature helps users prevent unplanned 

downtime and emergency repairs. 

“Our iCue connected filtration service features continue to evolve as we invest in research and 

development to ensure we can provide the information our dust collector customers need,” said 

Wade Wessels, Global Director of Connected Solutions for Donaldson. “These three new 
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features give EHS, maintenance and sustainability teams the real-time data required for 

compliance reporting and making informed maintenance decisions that help reduce total energy 

use and operational costs.”  

The iCue Connected Filtration Service can be retrofitted to most existing Donaldson and non-

Donaldson dust collectors and is provided free of charge for six months on select Donaldson dust 

collector models sold in Europe, Canada and the United States.  

Learn more about Donaldson iCue connected filtration service at Donaldson.com/icue-collector-

monitoring, email connectedsolutions@donaldson.com or phone +1 833-898-5996. 

About Donaldson Company, Inc. 

Founded in 1915, Donaldson (NYSE: DCI) is a global leader in technology-led filtration products and 

solutions, serving a broad range of industries and advanced markets. Our diverse, skilled 

employees at over 140 locations on six continents partner with customers—from small business 

owners to the world’s biggest OEM brands—to solve complex filtration challenges. Discover 

how Donaldson is Advancing Filtration for a Cleaner World at www.Donaldson.com. 
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